
 

 

Intelligence Services Group (ISG) and HUMAN Security Join Forces to Combat 
Rising Threats from Malicious BOTS 

 

Intelligence Services Group (ISG), a pioneer in providing innovative solutions in law enforcement and intelligence 

services, is thrilled to announce its strategic partnership with HUMAN Security, the global leader in protecting digital 

customer journeys with modern defense by disrupting bot attacks, stopping fraud and account abuse. The partnership 

between ISG and HUMAN Security is set to deliver precisely that - a comprehensive, proactive, and adaptive defense 

against malicious bots. 

  

Together the unique strengths of ISG and HUMAN Security clients will now have a formidable defense against bot-driven 

threats. ISG, known for its DNA in law enforcement and intelligence services, combined with its technological expertise, 

offers a distinct mindset and experience. With an unwavering commitment to becoming experts in their clients' businesses, 

ISG excels in connecting the dots and solving the most critical areas of risk. 

  

"We are excited to partner with HUMAN Security in our quest to provide cutting-edge solutions to our clients," said Bob 

Henderson, CEO of ISG. "Our partnership with HUMAN is a testament to our dedication to offering comprehensive 

protection against bot attacks. The ever-evolving landscape of cyber threats requires a multifaceted approach, and 

together, we will ensure that our clients are well-prepared to defend against malicious bots." 

  

HUMAN Security, recognized as the global leader in protecting enterprises with modern defense against bot attacks, has a 

stellar track record of disrupting bot activities. Their state-of-the-art technology and innovative solutions have consistently 

outpaced bot threats, ensuring the security and integrity of businesses worldwide. In the past year, HUMAN has stymied 

two botnet campaigns: VASTFLUX, which spoofed more than 1,700 apps, targeted 120 publishers, and ran ads on nearly 

11 million devices, and BADBOX and PEACHPIT, which involved a sophisticated series of cybercriminal operations 

impacting backdoored  off-brand mobile and CTV Android devices and an ad fraud component disrupted by HUMAN that 

appeared on 121,000 Android devices and 159,000 iOS devices in 227 countries and territories. HUMAN was also 

recognized by Time as one of the TIME100 Most Influential Companies for 2023 and its Human Defense Platform as one 

of TIME’s Best Inventions of 2023. 

 
"HUMAN Security is thrilled to join forces with ISG," commented Steve Sacchetti, Partner Growth Executive at HUMAN. 

"Our mission is to safeguard enterprises from the relentless assault of malicious bots, and partnering with ISG, with their 

deep expertise in law enforcement and intelligence services, allows us to reach out to new clients to offer them the most 

advanced and comprehensive bot protection available today." 

  

Clients of ISG and HUMAN Security can expect tailored solutions that leverage the strengths of both organizations. The 

combination of ISG's deep understanding of law enforcement and intelligence services with HUMAN's cutting-edge bot 

detection and mitigation technologies will empower clients to stay ahead of the curve in their battle against bot-driven 

threats. 

  

With ISG and HUMAN Security working in unison, clients can rest assured that they have the best-in-class protection to 

safeguard their businesses from the ever-evolving bot menace. 

    

 https://iservicesgrp.com                                         https://humansecurity.com 
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